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XEVOTM SV
DESIGN OVERVIEW

A Single Vision lens completely
optimized for every user

XevoTM SV represents the latest solution
that delivers high visual definition all
over the lens.

Engineered with Digital Ray-Path
Technology ®,it is fully optimize in every
gaze direction, while always taking
into consideration how the eye visually
moves.
Wearer gets a completely personalized
lens that eliminates oblique aberrations.
The result is a lens with excellent
clarity and comfort regardless of the
prescription or type of frame chosen.

Vision with digitally optimized
XevoTM SV lens

Vision without
lens optimization

Ideal for high minus & plus prescriptions. Excellent vision in every gaze direction.
No limits
of vision

Personalization for easy
adaptation and visual comfort

Personalization
parameters

Calculated through the cutting edge Digital
Ray Path® technology this lens maximizes
visual performance. A new concept
of no limits vision is experienced by the
wearer. XevoTM SV provides the best visual
combination of perfect vision
with optimal comfort.

Each lens is individually produced taking
into consideration the unique parameters
of the face and frame combination.
Personalization is especially important for
sport frames to reduce the aberrations induced
by the tilt position and curvature of the lens.

For 100% personalization it is essential to
include all personalization parameters
unique of each wearer to the prescription
data. For Jobs without personalization
parameters data the lens will be optimized
by default values.

Digital Lens

Personalization

Digital Ray-Path

Wrap Available

XEVOTM SV – Technical Data
The best customizable single vision lens for everyone
Improves visual definition in any gaze direction
Ideal for high plus and minus lenses
Adaptable to any frame, even sunglasses
Personalization parameters measurement is recommendable
A double label print indicates the compensated power to verify at the focimeter
Single Vision lenses come with laser marks to ensure correct fitting

Other Available Options

Customization For Curved Frames
For wrap frames, 100% optimization can be achieved
by measuring the tilt of the lens.

